Getting started with Email Marketing
A 5 step guide to getting started with your email marketing.

This guide takes you on a journey through the key elements
that up your email marketing programme, giving you key
insights on best practices and ensuring you answer key
questions to cover the essential elements as you look to
make the most of this powerful marketing tool.

A central part of your marketing

Email marketing should be at the centre of your
marketing strategy. It is as relevant as ever and
complements other marketing activity including
social media, networking and print.
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A good quality email list will help you attract a
steady stream of customers for your products
and services, as well as maintain relationships
with those not yet ready to commit.
It is also a data channel that you own, where you
are not reliant on the rules of other businesses
and networks who can change the rules when
they like; they are there to make money for
themselves and not you, so it’s understandable
that they want you to pay for the reach they can
offer you.

Spend time creating the right programme for you
If you are like many business owners and marketing managers, then
you are probably not sure where to start and have put off
implementing this very powerful strategy.
The idea of putting together an email marketing strategy can be
overwhelming and the fact that you will be competing in the inbox
can make it seem even harder.
As an enthusiast, I believe email marketing can be used effectively in
almost any business. There are many ways to use it, and yes some
of the more effective ways take time and money….but you need to
start somewhere or you will go nowhere!
This whitepaper will help you understand the 5 primary elements
that make up an email marketing programme.
Spend some time thinking about each element, making notes and
answering the questions asked. At the end of it, you will have a clear
idea of what is needed to create an email programme to help you
generate new business, improve existing relationships and increase
revenue.

Useful statistics
Transactional emails have 8x
more opens and clicks than
any other type of email, and
can generate 6x more revenue.
– Experian
75% of Gmail’s 900M users
access their accounts via
mobile devices. –TechCrunch
The average order value of an
email is at least three times
higher than that of social
media. – McKinsey
Mobile readers who open an
email a second time from a
computer are 65% more likely
to click through. – Campaign
Monitor

Know where you are and where you want to be
Before you start it is worth spending a little time thinking about where you want to be and where you
are now.
Consider your strategic and marketing goals and how email marketing can help you achieve these. If
you are looking to increase the number of customers, your focus may need to be on a nurture
programme, if you are looking to reduce churn then an onboarding programme may be important.

Newsletters are a good way to start as it means you become familiar with your customers and any
systems you use, but be clear on who your audience is as your emails need to resonate with them
and newsletters sent to unsegmented audiences may be too broad to appeal to anyone.
It may also be worthwhile spending a little time getting to know what your competitors send out as
this can help to inform you strategy and ideas process.

Emails should be about building relationships, but you need to start somewhere and build up the
sophistication of your programme as you increase your data, understanding and technical expertise.
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Who?

“Good quality prospect and customer data is the
cornerstone of a successful email campaign ”
DMA’s Email Marketing Council
The quality of your data is a vital component of your email programme, for
if you have no one to send to then what you send is irrelevant.
It isn’t all about numbers though, you need a good quality list of recipients
who are interested in your brand and what you have to say.
What quality is the data you have already? Look at existing customers and
prospects first, check you have permission to send to them under local
laws. Be vigilant about maintaining data quality, regularly cleaning
unsubscribes and unavailable addresses.
How can you attract others? You will need a hook to attract new
subscribers — something relevant and valuable in exchange for their email
address. This may be valuable content or a special offer. Also consider
the process following sign up, include welcome emails that set
expectations and provide a warm onboarding.
How can you segment? This increases the relevance of messages.
Different segments get a different message. Segmentation criteria could
be customers / prospects, product groups or location. It may be
demographic or firmographic, or based on purchase behaviour for
instance. It can also be done by recipients as in this Costa email example!

Why?

Why should your recipients open your emails? It’s all very well sending your
latest news which is really exciting for you, but is it going to be of interest to
them – be honest now! Put yourself in your recipients shoes and ask,
why do I care? You can entertain, inform, entice or educate but you
need to deliver value each and every time!
Why do people want to hear from you? What value will you offer in your
emails—general news may not be relevant to everyone. Communications
triggered by an act on a website or request for information tend to be more
engaging. Make it about them not you! This PayPal example shows why we
should care and illustrates their point elegantly and simply.
What are the objectives of your comms? Look beyond ‘sales’ for other
objectives that are right for both your business and the customer — reducing
call centre time, answering questions typical in the sales process or being a
trusted advisor in between purchase times.
How can you make your emails more personal? Think about whether you can
include data such as first name, pull in product information or include
something specific to location , stated interest areas or recipient behaviour.

When?

“Triggered emails can be used to save marketers a
tremendous amount of time and, more importantly,
better engage your contact database. ”

Hubspot

People often associate the ‘when’ question with newsletters or other blast
communications but the question should really be better applied to when is
the right time for each recipient.

What can you trigger emails on? Comms that are triggered by an act
(such as visiting a webpage or requesting content) or an event (for
example, a birthday or anniversary) tend to be more relevant and timely.
They may take a little longer to set up, but they will then go out
automatically. This jetBlue email is a great example!
When are your newsletter audience engaged? With mobile access the
rules around the best time to send emails have changed but you need to
think about your subscribers. If you send content heavy emails, avoid
times when people are using mobile and think about conversions not
just opens.
Can you improve your admin emails? Receipts, delivery updates or emails
sent straight after purchase are usually anticipated and opened, so can
you make the most of these with helpful guides or other value-add
content?

How?

“Email is a push channel, so we need to push it to
work harder”
- Kath Pay

Making email work for you requires attention to detail and strong processes
to improve efficiency and effectiveness. This means using the right tools for
your organisation, and putting in place processes that facilitate a creative
process and allow room for ongoing optimisation.

What features do you want in your Email Service Provider? An email
service provider manages a large chunk of the sending and data
management. There are several free options available if you have a
smaller list, but it may be worth paying for better functionality, such as
good automation. Compare a few but make sure you look at what
functionality you will actually use, not just the shiny services they offer.
Have you documented workflows and plans? These make the process
so much easier and minimise errors—use a content plan for newsletters
and for automations plan out a workflow that meets recipients needs.
A series of templates (see right) can also help make content completion
easier as well as offer familiarity for recipients.
In-house or outsourcing? Make sure someone internal is responsible for
getting emails out the door and consider bringing in external support for
strategy development, copy, creative, management and reporting to fill
gaps in in-house expertise and resource.

What?

OPEN

CLICK

CONVERT

Email design is a balancing act. Beautiful looking emails may be completely
impractical because they cannot be read on mobile. Elegant prose is wasted if your
email isn’t opened or read in depth.

You are trying to get recipients to embark on a journey in stages – open, click,
convert. The Fitbit email makes excellent use of colour, copy and layout with a clear
call to action.

Have you considered your subject line? If recipients don’t open your emails, the
rest of your work is wasted, so it is worth spending time making sure your
subject line motivates recipients to open. Play with questions, emojis, peeking
curiosity and time sensitive subject lines as suits your own brand.
Is your email scannable and responsive? We seldom read emails, rather we scan
them before deciding whether to read on. Use headlines and short sentences to
make it scannable. You also need to test on different devices and consider that
recipients may open on multiple devices before acting. A text email can be just as
effective as a image heavy one.
Is your call to action (CTA) clear? Your call to action needs to be obvious and you
may want to play with image led vs text led options. Also, test low commitment
CTAs that gently nudge the customer in the direction you want them to go versus
high commitment ones which can feel overwhelming at the wrong stage of the
relationship.

Measuring Success

Always monitor metrics and look at
benchmarks, but remember benchmarks are
generic, it is more important to look at
improving your own performance.

Are you looking at the right metrics?
To continually refine your email marketing and make it successful, it is important to measure
results. Make sure you consider the metrics that matter for your organisation.
It is easy to get caught up on metrics, but be aware they don’t always tell the whole story. If I
get an email from a favourite shop with a subject line that refers to a weekend sale, I don’t need
to open the email to visit the store. The email has ‘nudged’ me toward a sale even though I
haven’t opened it. This can be hard to measure but is still an important consideration and you
should at least work on anecdotal evidence even if there isn’t the resource to gather hard data.
Also look at metrics over time, if you send weekly emails with an average open rate of 20%, is it
the same 20% opening or have 60% or even 80% of your list opened an email in a month
period? One has a large engaged list and the other a much smaller one.

Key metrics
Open Rate
A good indicator of ‘from name’ & ‘subject line’ success. Measured using a 1x1 tracking pixel
downloaded with images - so if the email is seen without images, an open may not be recorded. If the
email appears in the preview pane and images are downloaded, an open will still be recorded even if it
isn’t read.
Click rate
This assesses activity on your email. Success is due to a combination of factors including content,
relevance & design and of course your call-to-action wording and placement.
Click-to-open rate (CTOR) or effective rate
Measures activity as a percentage of messages opened rather than delivered, so tells you how many
openers acted on your message, i.e. engagement. Low CTOR may indicate a misleading subject line.

Conversion rate
You will need to link your ESP to your analytics provider to help with this, but this is one of the best ways
to test the true effectiveness of your emails – how many people purchased/downloaded or whatever
your final goal is.
Unsubscribe rate
Some list churn is natural and better than spam complaints but if your unsubscribe rate is very high or
has a spike, look at the content of that email or emails leading up to that one which may have had a
cumulative effect.

Optimisation

Test

Refine

Execute
Testing is vital for any campaign, and will allow you to continually improve.
Start with A/B testing where a small percentage of your emails are sent initially across 2 test
scenarios and the rest of your emails are sent to the winner. Test anything you can change!
Great things to start with include:
•

Subject lines, offers (e.g. 15% off or £15) and from name

•

Send time of day and day of week

•

Call to action wording, placement, style or number

•

Short copy vs long copy and tone of voice

Brainstorm things you’d like to test and put together a plan.

They will all give valuable insights to consistently improve results. Test one element at a
time and use your plan to maintain a record of results. A simple spreadsheet will work.
Sometimes the insights you get can inform other, more expensive areas of marketing!
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